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Abstract. The generating function of the number of subpatteans of a DOL sequence it% shown to be 
rational. The computation of the generating function is based on a recurLion formula which 
expresses this function by the generating functions of subpatterns of smaller length and by the 
Magnus transform of the homomorphism. 
1. Introduction 
The goal of the analysis of algorithms is to be able to predict the behaviour of an 
algorithm based on its description. Any-algorithm can be written in normal Iorm as 
while B(S) do S : = f(S) 
where bs is ai suitable state space andi where f is a function expressible by conditional 
statements and basic operators. A very basic problem is then to study the behavdour 
of the sequence of states which is formed by iteration of a single function on this 
state space. A DOL sequence is such a sequence where the space is the set of words 
2”” on a finite set 2, and where the function to be iterated is a homomorphism of 
thiiis tate space with respect to concatenation. DOL sequences have been studied 
extensively, A survey of L systems can be found in Roizenberg and Salomala [6]. In 
prlogramming terms, ,this situation is a model of a simple macro expansion; the 
homomorp’hism is a set of macros without arguments; a single applicati,on to a 
string of leltters is a one level macro expansion of this string, and the nth iterated 
application is the complete n lev(el macro expansion. 
This papler studies the subpatterns of a DOL sequence. First it is shown lhow the 
fformal sum of subpatterns of a word can be expressed as the result of a simple 
algebr’aic transformation. Then the subpatterns of thi:: homomorphic !mage of a 
word are found from the subpatterns of the word. Finally the generatklg function of 
a given subpattern is found from a riecursion equation., The generatin 
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rationa:!. As ;a corollary it is &awn decidable if two DOE sequenlces passes rhe same 
number of all subpatterns of length at most IV* 
8* can bc snsi~ered a subset of A(Z) by identifying any word w with the 
monomial 1 - w. The empty word A is identified with 1. 
Let X” br: ttie subring generated by all monolmials of degree greater than or 
equal to N. #XM is an ideal. Denote the quotient ring .AI(X)/X’N+I by Ai&‘). The 
dimension o!: A&) is 
A(Z) is a vector space. A basis consists of all monomials with coefficient 1. Yt can be 
written 1 u.2u23w l . . . To a ring hnrnomorphism f c!Drresponds a linear m,apping 
of the vector space. 
1ff(X~+$ XN+~ then a linear mapping is induced in the quotient space A&). 
A basis of the vector space AN(~) consists of {w + XN+~ :: w is a monomial of degree 
~11J with coefficient 1). w-!-X N t 1 is often denoted simply by w. 
Example 2.1. Let 
ja-,b 
g=‘lb + a-i-b-tab 
and consider the ir?duced map in A#). A basis of A2(Z) is { 1, a, b, aa, ah ba, bb}. 
Strictiy speaking t’re basis is { 1 +X3, a +X3, b+X3, . . . , bb+X& 
The induced map is described by a matrix. The columns are the images of the 
base vectors. The column index is the base vectors and the entries are the 
coefkients of the base vectors occurring as row indices. 
99 
ba -L bee) mod X3, 
a6 +&b mod X3, 
(a+b+ab)fa+b+ab) ati + ab + $a + bb mod X3. 
A monomial with coefficient 1and degree II is often ca!led a tensor of degree n. 
Often prcxbct is then denoted by 8. Let V ik $ vector s~sK\$: with base 8. V @ V is 
defined as the vector space with base B*. 
the vector S~GIW with B”. 
Let f : tr, 91 t& atad g : VI + W, he linear maps. f@ g : /Pi 8 VI 3 U2 @ V2 is 
defined by JO g(u, ZI) = f(u)@ g(u). IIf UI= &, then f@f and 
p, fS***Of 
=4 * 
st times 
is d,efined, 
Example 2.2. Let B be {a, b). V @.I V has basis {err 69 GI, CI 0 6, b 0 Q, b 0 6). Let f 
be described by the matrix 
a b 
a 
b 
f @ f is described by the matrix 
aa ab ba bb 
aa i 0 0 0 1 
ab 0011 
ba 0 1 0 1 
bb 1 1 1 1 I 
Here juxtaposition is usled instead of Q. 
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3. Subpatterns fern/d the Magauw transform 
The subpattern represe)lrtation f a word is defined. An algebraic transformation 
from a word to1 itv subpatt ern representation is ,hown. The mapping which takes a 
subpattern represNentation f its homomorphic image is found and it is shown how 
to compute it. 
A n -subpattem of the \.vord w =a l . . . a,,,, ai E C is constructed by omitting HZ-~ 
occurrences of letters. There exists 2” subpatterns of w each corresponding to a 
particular choice of letter,;. The number of occurrences of v as subpattern in w is 
denoted rj by Eilenber+g [I, p. 2381. 
(’ 
Example 3, d . w =abaa. ba is a 2-subpattern which can ble constructed in two ways; 
by omitting the first and last letters or by omitting the first and third letters. 
b is a 1 subpattern. 
a is a l-subpattern. 
a is a 1 -s&pattern which occurs 3 times. 
The subpG,ttern representation of a word w is an element of A(X). The coefficient 
of each sublr;attern is the number of times that subpattern occurs in w. Thus the 
subpattern representation of w can be expressed as EVEra 
W 
0 
v. 
V 
Example 3.2. The subpattern representation of baa equals 1 + 2a + b + aa + 2ba t 
baa. The subpattern A occuws once: if all letters are omitted. It is denoted by the 
unit element of A(X). 
Let M : A(X)+ A(S) be the ring homomorphism defined by M(G) = 1 + v for 
(T EC. 1M is known as the Magnus transform. It is introduced in Magnus et al. [3]. 
The next lemma shows that the Magnus transform of a word equals its subpattern 
representation. 
Lemma 31.3 Le/ w E Z*. The coefficient of the monomial v in M (w ) is 
0 
r . 
Proof. Let w = a 1 . ..a,.ThenM(w)=(l+ai).. . (1 + a,). This product results in 
a sum aF 2” terms. E.ach term is obtained by selecting either 1 or ai from the factor 
(1 + ai) and so corresponds to the subpattern Iwhich omits the letters corresponding 
to the fcctors where 1 has been selected. 
The subpattern representation of the product uv is the product of the 
subpattern reprewntations of EC and v. 
i Ile number of suitrpQttwns of a DOL sequence 
Proof, M((uv)= M(u)hQ). 
Exrample 3.5. 
M(baa)=(Y+b)(L+a)el+a)= l+b+2a+aa+2ba+baa 
which equals the subpattern representation of baa. 
Lemma 3,(ii. The M agnus tratwjkm is a ripag isomorphism. 
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Proof. The homomolrphism 
N:A(E)+A(S) 
defined by N(c~) = uj - 1 has the property 
lemma follows. N is the inverse of M. 
Next thle subpattern representation of 
chiaracterixed. 
that MN(ci) = ci and A&?V(ci) =L ~ri. The 
the homomorphic image of a word is 
Nstation 3.7. Let f ke a horntimorphism. Following Hall [2] we let fM denote 
MfM-‘. f” therefore takczs the subpattern representation of a word to the sub- 
pattern representation of the homomorphic image of that word. f”’ is shown in 1:he 
following diagram. 
M 
Lemma3.8 f”(ui)=M(f(ai))-l;i=1,2,...,km 
roof* fncr(O;.)=MfM-‘(Ui)= Mf(ui--l)=M(f(ui)-l)=Mf(ui)-1. 
Example 3.9, 
a+b a+& 
b + ab b+a+b+ab , 
l+a+b+ba 
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By computation one verifies that 
f”(l+a+b+ba)=MfM 
P. Johamen 
‘(l+a+b+ba) 
=l+a+2b+krb+bb+abb. 
Lemma 3.10. fM (XN) c XN. 
Proof. Let 27 = {U E C : f (a) = A}. Notice thlat if f (a) = A, then f”(a) = 0 by Lemma 
3.8; if f(o)# A, then f”(a) contains only monomials of degree I or more. Let next 
w be a monomial of degree n. If w contains letters from C’, then fM(w)= 0 
otherwise f"(w ) contains only monomials of degree N or more. 
Corollary 3.11. For all N, f” induces a linear mapping fi in the quotient vectorspace 
A&). 
Let us look closer at the matrix of fz expressed in the bases C u So2 u . . . u 
SON 
all zeroes 
The column indices of Mi,j are the tensors of degree j and the row indices are the 
tensors of degree i. Mi,j is therefore a lXli X 1x1’ matrix. Each column of Mi,j is the 
coeffjcients of the i-subpatterns of the image under f” of the tensor of degree j
which is the index of that column. By Lemma 3.10 f: is zero above the box- 
diagonal. MN,~ is all zeroes if N exceeds the maximal ength of f(v) for all a E 2. 
For convenience let Mi,l be denoted by M,i* Mi,j for j r 1 is uniquely determined by 
the first column OF the matrices Mi.1. The next lemmastates the explicit dependence 
and Corollary 3.14 yields a recursion formula for the computation of A+&. 
Lemma 3.12. 
Mi,, = C Mi, Q 
il+...+ij= 1 
I' 
ill0 ,.~.,ij~O 
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Proof. The lemma is proved by induction in j. For j = 1 the lemma states that 
Mi,i= Mi. Assume the lemma. true for j 2nd consider Mi,j+i(wc) where length 
(wa) = j + 1. M&+i(wc) equals the degree i component of f”(wo). Since f”(wa) = 
f”Iw)fMb)9 
~i,j+l(W~)=Mr-lf(~~)~~l(~)+Mi-*.j(w)M2(~~+’ ’ ‘+MlJ(W)M-l(q). 
The induction hypothesis finishes the proof. 
Corollary 3.13. Mi, I= M 10 i. 
Corollary 3.14. The character&tic polynomial of f: is the product of the ckarac- 
teristic polynomials of My’, i = 1,2, . . . , N. 
Corollary 3.15. 
&I= 0 for i > max,*.~{lf(cr)~) 
Proof. Follows from the proof of Lemma 3.12. 
4. Application to iterated homomcnrphisms 
In this section a recursion formula is found for the generating function of the 
number of subpatterns in a sequence of iterated images by a homomorphism. First 
a rational expression for the generating function is found in Theorem 4.1. Then the 
N-subpattern equivalence problem is shown decidable. Finally a recursion formula 
is found making use of the lower diagonal block form of ff. This result is formu- 
lated as Theorem 4.3. An example finishes the section. It illustrates how the 
generating functions can be computed knowing the characteristic vectors of fy. 
Let us proceed to find the generating function for the number of subpatterns of 
length N. Let w E X* and let UN be the canonical image of M(w) in A&). IIence 
UN is the formal sum of all subpatterns of w of length at most N, each subpattern v 
with coefficient 
0 
r . Let UN be the sequence of elements from AN(~) 
v$%N is the formal sum of all subpatterns of tP(w), each with its subpattern 
multiplicity as coefhcient. 
By the generating function of a sequence of vectors is simply meant the vector of 
enerating functions of the e ements of the vector. With this understanding, the 
enerating function of UN is the formal sum 
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Let E be the identity matrix and let A be any square matrix. Then the following 
identity holds 
(E-PLY)-’ =E+Ay+A2y2+~~~+Apyp+--. 
Applying the identity using A = fz permits us to state the next theorem. 
Theoreinn 4.1. Let FN(Y j be the generating function of the sequence of vectors of 
subpattcrns of length at most N for the sequence 
w,f(w), l l l , fP(w), . . . . 
Then FE&)= (E --fry)-%N where UN is the image of M(w) in AN(X). 
In particular the generating function is rational. 
Let f and g be two homomorphisms of C* into C*. L,et w EC*. Let us define the 
N-subpattern equivalence problem : Consider the sequences 
w., f(w), . . . , fP(w), . . . , 
WV g(w), * ’ 9, g”(w), l . l l 
Are the number of occurrences of all subpatterns of length at most N identical for 
the two sequences? 
Corollary 4.2. The N -subpattern equivalence problem is decidable. 
Proof. The procedure simply is to find the generating functions and to decide if 
(E--f!#uN =(E--&y)-‘UN. 
This can be done since both are rational: each is a quotient between two poly- 
nomials. 
P(Y) P'(Y) -=- 
Q(Y) Q'(Y) 
if and only if P(y)Q’(y) = P’(y)Q(y). 
The problem then reduces to the identity of two polynomials, which is a decidable 
problem. 
This result is a generalization of the result by Paz and Salomaa [S] on the 
decidability of the gro&th equivalence problem for DQL sequences. 
Next a recursion formula for FN(Y) is found by exploring the particular simple 
form 61’ the matrix f6r f:. 
First we observe that if a matrix can be written as a block matrix 
A= 
k3 0 
( > CD 
with all zeroes in 
the block matrix 
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the upper right hand corner, then the inverse matrix is found b:v 
A-‘= 
Applied to M(f)N+i we may write 
( 
M 
f 
I 
M(~)N+I = 
N I 0 
---------------_-----a- 
MN+L,IIMN+~,zI l l l (MN+I.N I MN+I.N+I 1 ’ 
Here the vertical bar has been used to denote horizontal juxtaposition of matrices. 
Fiv+l(Y)= (E-fk!+&-‘&v+l 
-1 
UN+1 
(E -f%T1 -__-________________~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
N+I,N+IY )-‘(MN+LI 
i 
1’ l l bhmh’(~-f~J+-l ! 
0 ___-------- 
(E -MN+I.N+IY )-’ uw+1* 
We next define u1 = tcl sgd for N 3 1, uN+l is the vector in lXl@‘N+l such that 
UN+1 = (UN, 1I]N+1). In this way the vector UN+1 is split into the vector of homo- 
geneous components 
+l 
UN = (VI, l l l , VN+l)* 
Substituting UN+1 = (UN, t)N+1) we get 
FN+l(y)= ( (E-f:y)-‘UN 
(E -MN+I.N+IY I-WN+LI 1 l l l IMN+w)Y(E-f%‘)-lUN 
+(E-MN+LN+~Y)-'vN+~ I 
FN+l’y’=(~~~~N+ly)-l(MN 
1 
l lI l l l MN+1 N)yFN(y)+(E -MyN+'y)-'~~ 
+ t f 
,>’ . 
An alternative way to express the recursion is found by splitting the vector FN+l 
(y) of generating functions into the vectors gi(y) of generating functions for sub- 
patterns of degree i. 
FN-t r(y)- (gl(y), l . l 7 gN+lty))* . 
This result is formulated as a theorem: 
Theorem 4.3. Let gi(y ) be the generating function of the sequence of vectors of 
subpatterns of length i for the sequence 
w, f(w), . . . , fi(w), , , . . 
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Let vi ble the vector of subpatterns of length i of M(w). Then 
gw+l(y)= (E - M~N+ly)-l(MN+l.lygl(y)+ l ’ l +M,v+wJ%dY)+hd 
So far the basis, in which f: has be:en expressed, has been 2 u Se2 u a . . u C@“. 
For the computation of the generating functions it is, however, more convenient to 
use another basis in order to make the matrix inversion as easy as possible. Let 
therefore B be the basis in which fr” is in rational canonical form. As a special case, 
if fy has distinct characteristic values, then B can be chosen as the set of associated 
characteristic vectors. If f: is expressed in the basis B u Bo2 u . Q . u BQN, then 
the matrices (E - My’+l y) are much easier to invert. In the mentioned special case, 
all matrices are diagonal matrices. 
Example 4.4. Let us consider the computation of the generating functions for 
subpatterns of length 1 and 2 for the homomorphism f = 
1 
a+b 
b + ab 
and w = ba. fy is 
the homomorphism of Example 2.1 from which Ml, M2.i and M2.2 is read. To 
choose a basis, let us compute the characteristic values of fy. 
= (z - c)(z - p) where 6, p =.& f&. 
e1 = (1,L) and e2 = (1, p) are characteristic vectors and constitute B. 
Q=(i :)9 w=&(_g. i), 
gl(yb= -(E-My)-‘v,. 
In basis A!?, v1 has the coordinates Q-i 
1 
0 
1 and Ml is a diagolhal matrix with 
diagonal entries 5 and N. 
I 1 
I-- 
d(y)= 
-1 
i 
l-TV 
Cl-SYWclY) 0 
0 
i 
1 l+p 
1 Fz 1-l ( 1 
l-PYl 
I_!%\ 
-1 1 =-. WY 
b-5) W!FYWPYJ 
1 J 
l-5 ’ - .__I 
l_PYi 
In order to get the function in base C one just has to postmultiply by (2. 
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Written foTmally we have 
gdy) = -(E - M*y )-‘1,’ = -0 l Q-‘(E’-Mly)-*Q l Q-‘Q 
= -0 . (E - Q-'MIQy)wlQ-%l. 
If we include tensors of degree 2 the basis becomes B u B 0 B. The coordinate 
transformations are 
PQ O = ( 0 000 and P-’ = ( 
‘The transformed homomorphism is 
Q-‘Mi,Q 
p-1fFp=((QOQ)-1M20 
gab)= (E-M 0 Md--‘Wmd9- vd. 
In order to avoid the inversion we transform as before: 
gz(y)=(QOQ)o(E-(QOQ)-‘(M~OM1) 
x (Q 0 Q))-’ l ((Q O’Q)-‘M2,1yQQ-‘sl(y)- (Q 0 Q%)* 
Here we only have to invert a diagonal matrix as well as Q 0 Q. By the properties 
of a tensor product (Q 0 Q)-’ = Q-’ 0 Q-‘. gz(y) can now be found using tensor 
product, matrix multiplication and difference. The calculations are straightforward 
and are not shown. 
5. Conclusion 
The transform of a homomorphism induced by the Magnus transform is intro- 
duced. The first basic observation of this paper is expressed by Lemma 3.10 which 
says that the transform of a homomorphism never decreases the length of a word 
except possibly to zero. A consequence is that the transform can be described by a 
lower diagonal block matrix. Using matrix techniques the structure of this matrix is 
exhibited in Lemma 3.12 and Corollary 3.15. The second basic observatioab is the 
exploitation of t e lower diagonal ‘block matrix form to deduce the recursion 
formula of Theorem 4.3 for the generating function of a subpattern. 
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